
Assignment #5

May 3'd,2023

Problem #1 Concentration Profiles (50 points) English and SI Units

Answer the questions from problem 10.2 on p9.259 using the measurements of the Low Flow
Conveyance Channel for the two profiles on pg. 138-139. Graphically determine the Ro and fall
velocity ro, and use a spreadsheet to recalculate the mean flow velocity, momentum correction
factor, unit discharge, unit sediment discharge q. in lb./ft.s, and the flux-average concentration in
mg/I. Compare the profiles and discuss the results.

Problem 10.2: Given the sediment concentration profile from Problem 6.1: (a) plot the
concentration profile log C versus log (h - z)/z; (b) estimate the particle diameter from the Rouse

number; and (c) determine the unit sediment discharge from the given data.
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Figure 1. Concentration Pro/ile
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Rouse Number:

The Rouse number can be determined by the slope of the linear trendline for each set of data.

Therefore:

o Plane Bed: Rouse number = 0.701 A ,

o Dune: Rouse number:0.3491 /
Settline Velocitv. ol:

u- 2.5r; 
- Frompg.231.aRo
Ro * lt*o=ar

Plane Bed:

Dune:

(0.701) . (o.zz[!1 ft m06;;:#:O.O62a=0.019-2.5ss

(0.34e1)*(0.2t2[!s ft m,:d:0.032;=0.010-



Particle Diameter:

Plane Bed:

Dune:

Mean Flow Velocilv:

Plane Bed:

Dune:

, =Y((1+ 0.013ed?)0's - 1) (Eqn. 5.23d)

d*= dslryr

, =Yc(, . o o13e (r,ly1i;')" - rr

d" = 5. 47 * \O-aft = 0. 1,67 mm

(Eqn. 5.23e)

d" = 3.77 * ].O-4ft = 0. LLSmm

N

, =;Zt)iuzi=
i=7

F*=#}uld,h,

?4.6982 ftm
= 4.41'- - 1.34-ss5.6

, :iiuiazi='#:3.084 = o.grsT
i=7

Momentum Correction Factor:

Plane Bed:
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Unit Discharge:

Plane Bed:

Dune:
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Unit Sediment Discharee. q,:

N

q" : I CiviAzi
i=1,

Where C, = concentration in mg/I, ?; : flow velocity in ft/s, and Azi: change in depth in ft.

Unit Conversion:

lmg

-*
L

2.2046 * t0-6 lb LL

lmg 0.035315/r3

Plane Bed:

The unit sediment discharge for the plane bed is: {s = 0. 3%;*
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The unit sediment discharge for the dunes is: q" = O'On;*

Flux-averaged Concentration. Cr:

^QsLF 
- -tq (Eqn. 11.30b)
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Discussion: ..,O . U.

The plane bed bedform has a much steeper concentration profile, resulting in a higher Rotsde \ s l\

number when compared to the dune bedform. The plane Uid Uedtorm has a greater *"tlimJ( \ 4/

yield than the dune bedform as well as a higher settling velociry unit discharg'' *t'to- I

correction factor, mean flow velociry and particle diameter compared to the dune bedform'

tmg
2.2046 x t0-6lb

0.035315 /t3*T
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Velocity profiles:

The high unit discharge at each velocity profile tells me that they were taken near the
thalweg of the channel and is not representative of the average conditions along the cross section.
Our estimate of the suspended sediment discharge likely overpredicts the true value because we
only have data from one profile which is in the thalweg where there is high sediment discharge
and no data from the lower velocity, lower transport regions of the flow.

Sediment load:

The relatively low calculated rouse number of these two profiles indicates that this
system is transporting the majority of its sediment in suspension, especially for profile 2 where
dunes are observed, and concentrations are higher. Due to this low Rouse Number the modified
Einstein approach is recommended for tbtal sediment discharge calculation. This approach is a
top-down approach which represents systems with high suspended transport best. The back
calculated diameter of the particles in suspension is close to or more than the d50 of the bed.
This indicates that the system is capacity limited, which is helpful for prediction of future
sediment loading. Using the two selected methods of estimating the Einstein integral I found
very similar results. The small differences could be attributed to the relatively large discretization
in method 1 or the biases in the fit to the velocity profile in method 2. The larger of the two
estimates was reported in the results section to provide the most conservative estimate for
sedimentation. In most engineering applications it would be better to air on the side of higher
sediment transport for our designs as it makes for more conservative designs. With that ruid, th.
differences between the rrethods were minimal with only a -15Yo difference for profile I and
*3% nprofile 2. This is a drop in the ocean of error which surrounds these estimates of
sediment transport.

Problem 2:

Consider the data from the Niobrara River from Computer Problem I l.l p. 317-18. For these
conditions, calculate the sediment transport in lb/ft.s for three values of unit discharge (q : l, 3,
and 10 ft2ls) using the methods of Brownlie, Yang, Simons-Li-Fullerton, and Engelund-H*r.n
based on d50 only (no size fractions). Plot the results on the sediment-rating curve p. 318, and
compare with the field measurements. Discuss the results of your analysis.

First, we need to extrapolate the depth off of the stage unit discharge relationship and back
calculate velocity. This step is likely to introduce some effor.
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T[g fnst step for Brownlie's method is to find the critical velocity as follows:

- 4. 596rf;s2ef o' 14os o-o' I 606

Forthis calc-ulation I assumed sf : channel slope and T*, = 0.047

ft
Vr:0'47';

This Vc gives us all we need to use their equation for average sediment concentration. Here I

assumed Rh: h, and cs:l.268.

q (ft'zls) C (ppm)

10 4550

3 1834

1 w

q (ft'zls) u*dsfv I vc/a

With the average concentration for each flow condition we can find q' easily.

,'(h)=,(+) .624h.W
Yang:

Yang uses a similar method to Brownlie in that the concentration by weight is calculated

empirically using a velocity.

Using the sand equation for concentration we first need to find the settling velocity. For this I
interpolated table 5.4 in the text book.

a = 32ry: o.Lof:ss
Now we need to calculate the incipient motion parametetL

vc 2'5-----= 
* 0.66;;:ffi-rv'\'\"

(G - l)sd'



10 4.853498 4.65326

3 2.966027 6.725384

1 L.348194 36.s0108

Wttt, tt " 
pr. er calculaied, we can calculate the concentration by weight:

q (ft'zls) c (ppm)

10 2383.979

3 400.2463

L 0

fficalculatedfromtheconcentrationbyweightwiththesamemethodasthe
Bronlie method.

Simons Li Fullerton:

Simons 1i and Fullerton created an empirical relationship for total load based on river depth,

velocity and sediment characteristics. To use their relationship, we need to find d84, d16 and d50

to calculate the gradation coefficient (Gr). I interpolated these from the particle size distribution

provided in the problem statement.

rogCpp*: 5.435 * 0.286 bg+ - 0.457 rrej,

+ (r zss*040ebs * -0314rog *)t"r(T - Y)

dro: 0.l66rtm, de+ = 0'47mm

n- _t (dr* *dro\ : !.7 x Z roundedu'=z\d*- d"J- L't -L

From here we can select the empirical coefficents from table 1 1.1:

cst
csz
cs3

With all these defined it is a quick calculation to find qs (ft2ls) at each flow condition using their

equation and then use a conversion factor to calculate q. (lb/ft*s):

4.r : csr hcsz Vcst 
" 

(^) = q, (9 ,r G * 62.aft

Engelund ffunr?r,

1.59 x 10-s
0.51
3.55
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Thfo method is the most straightforward. Calculate concentration by weight with this simple

qration:

/ G \ vsr RrS/
c" : o'05 (o - I t,il rAf'E (c - t)a,

Then calculate qs the same way as the Yang and Brownline.

Problem 2 Results:

o (ft2ls) Brownlie Yang

Simons Li

Fullerton
Engelund
uans0rY

10 2.U 1.49 1.55 2.53

3 0.34 0.09 0.18 o.23

1 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.03

Tabte 2: rJnit sediment discharge in lb(ft*s) as predicted by each method.

o Brownlie

o yang

r Simons-Li-Fullerton

.tI

0"'s

ll0
Unit water discharge {ft3/s)

Figure 3: Results of the total sediment discharge
described methods.

Problem 2 Discussion:

analysis with recorded data and all4 above-
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All the methods provided estimates within the same order of magnitude. The largest

differenc.e observed wasbetween the Yang and Brownlie methods for estimation at 3 ft2ls with

Brownlie predicting 3.7 times more sediment transport than Yang. This may be because the

yang method is nearing its critical threshold where it predicts less transport than the other

methods. The Yang method is the only method used which predicted no sediment transport

during this analysis. The Yang method consistently predicted lower than the observed sediment

transfort. This underprediction may limit its use as a conservative estimate of sediment load for

engineering design.

The solution which fits the data best visually is the Simons-Li-Fullerton method. This

method is a best fit to the solutions of the cornbined suspended and bedload transport of the

Einstein integral and the Meyer-Peter-Muller bedload equation. This was also one of the easiest

to model and will be useful in the future as it requires minimal input data to create an estimate

which is relatively close at least for this application. Looking at these methods in only one

application is surl to skew our perspective on their accuracy as these methods all rely on the

assumption of similitude to their underlying data which will be appropriate depending on the

application. Through reading about the underlyng data for each equation or plotting these

functions against data from more river systems at varying flows we could better determine the

conditions in which each method works best.
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ril*
Crhl*fums forprofile 2

y :f,m{d * c = 0.453 * ln(z) + 2.67 (from figureLb)

A = 0.453
k

P = 
o'260 

= a,\ 0.574
0.453

Mean flow velocity and the momentum correction factor are calculated with the same sums

described for profile 1:

,, -L?=oVi*Azi : ?.91L'=T s

D - +\u,rdr= !.07P^- hr
i=1

a s8s+ -ftz
Qavs= *=ffi =1tJi

Qprol = h * V = 7.34ft * ?97 fJ 
= 

"3E

Ro = 0'35

a = RoBrl<tt*

0.260
k=O76I=0.574

assume Fs x 1

rrr = 0.35 x 0.43 *o'26ft = 0.042 ft/s
s

Unit discharge:

From figure 2

ft 304.8 mm mma=0.042;- n =12.81

Interpolate Firu + mediumds= 0.L4mm= 0'00046ft

n' = tr,(+) . r,,,(#)^zut) = '4h
{.ffi , l$0ssls tof 16rt6.$*& * r;r et +,e{24s (0.{SA !0S( s} + 2.665 1 } d a} 6.1+

= S.3926H
105


